
Creative	Articulation	Process	(CAP)	
co-devised	by	Vida	Midgelow	and	Jane	Bacon



Why CAP?
●A model with accompanying strategies for the development of PaR or 

reflexive practice more generally

●Bringing the tacit into consciousness … making the implicit more 
tangible.  Working with dual awareness.

●To be used within, as or alongside your creative practices – helping you 
to unfold, discern and deepen.

●A method through you may become more articulate in/as your 
moving/writing creative researching self



A multifaceted and 
rhizomatic practice

Preparations

Ground Form

Expanded Form



Six	facets
Opening: giving space and time

Situating: (what I know today about) what brings me here, where I am

Delving: (I wonder) what interests me …

Raising: working to enrich/ explore/render what I am interested in – to 
know more of what I am working with…

Anatomizing: working to expand/broaden/trial/clarify my practice

Outwarding: finding a shape or form in a moment of fruition that (might) 
find a place in the ‘world’ ….. newly noting (perhaps) future 

directions/spaces/times that draw me
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- The Preparations, Ground Form and Expanded Form can each stand apart, whilst 
equally reinforcing and supporting each other.

- The Ground Form is a (daily) I hour practice in which you practice entering and 
noticing the facets and the shifting of modalities. It is a place for opening and 
focusing your creative research each day. You might enter with a ‘known’ area of 
investigation  or simply to be with, and to exercise, your creative self.  

- The Expanded Form can be used and applied within your creative process/life. 
Here the facets might be purposefully activated or just noted (see the breathing 
analogy on the next slide). In the Expanded Form you might notice you are stuck in a 
certain way of being or a creative rut (eg. ‘I’m always delving and rarely outwarding’) 
and purposefully activate a facet to change something. Or perhaps just simply 
noticing might be enough. The facets in the Expanded Form might be activated by 
you for a day or a year!

- Each facet is in all facets for the facets circle around and unfold inside each other. 
You might purposefully stay in a particular facet,  loop between certain facets or 
simply notice their interweaving. Each facet has an energetic and durational 
‘tendency’ but this perhaps also individual.

A rhizomatic practice



Entering the Facets – using 
the analogy of Breathing

It might be that I notice I am breathing.
In that very noticing - my breathing might change.
This might be enough.

Or, I might choose to attend to the experience of breathing more closely.
I might choose to change or deepen by breath using techniques of breathing that are available to me.

It seems to me this analogy is a useful way to employ the facets and to practice the Expanded Form:

I notice that I am in a particular facet.
Through that noticing - already maybe something changes or becomes possible.
That might be enough.

I can choose to stay with and explore my movement practice/self in the modality of that facet, using the creative 
methods that are available to me (the exercises we have introduced in the workshops as one of a myriad of 
creative methods you have access too).

OR
I might, in noticing that I am residing within a facet, choose to shift into a different facet, depending again on my 
felt sense of my self/work and what it/I need.



a	few	
thoughts	as	
frames	of	
reference



Some of the underlying skills we use and 
develop in CAP are found in capacities for:

• Attending

• Dual awareness

• Embodied and material knowing

• Languaging and writing

• Tracking 

• Discernment

• Shifting across modalities (moving to writing to drawing,  etc)



We draw upon skills that might also be found in:
• Accessing the felt sense (see ‘focusing’) and our somatic markers

• Improvisatory processes (see Midgelow - ‘A way of going about things’ : in OUP 
Handbook on Improvisation on Dance

• Authentic movement (See Bacon Authentic Movement: A field of practices’, guest edited 
special issue of Journal of Dance and Somatic Practices, 7:2, 2015: 
https://www.intellectbooks.com/journal-of-dance-somatic-practices

• Somatic education, mindfulness and therapies

• Choreography, arts and craft practices which emphasise material process and ‘trusting’ 
the process (See Ingold https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ygne72-4zyo )

• Practice as Research methods for movement based research, see: 

Bacon in Researching (in/as) Motion at https://nivel.teak.fi/adie/ for a 
discussion of processual methods

Midgelow in Dance Studies Reader by Bloomsbury for a discussion of PaR and
corpo-material methods 

• Movement analysis / description

• Embodied and creative approaches to writing (see for example: 
https://nivel.teak.fi/adie/reflections-on-smudge-skittle/ by Alys Longley and Sensualities: 
Experiencing/Dancing/Writing by Midgelow)

…..Amongst others



Tacit, material and embodied 
knowing 
‘the	wind	is	its	blowing.	…	the	stream	is	the	
running	of	water.	And	so,	too,	I	am	what	I	am	
doing.’	(Tim	Ingold,	Being	Alive,	p.17)

‘As	the	artisan	thinks	from	materials,	so	the	
dancer	thinks	from	the	body.	In	the	living,	
dynamically	composed	body,	person	and	
organism	are	one.	The	body	is	the	organisism	–
person.	[…]	the	body	is	also	a	thing’	(Ingold	
Making,	p	94)



Body,	Somatics	
and	Awareness

‘each	person	was	guided	to	pay	attention	to	bodily	sensations	emerging	from	within	and	move	
slowly	and	gently	in	order	to	gain	deeper	awareness	of	‘the	self	that	moves’.	Students	were	
directed	to	find	ease,	support,	and	pleasure	while	moving	– all	the	while	paying	attention	to	
proprioceptive	signals’	(Eddy	2009)

‘a	non-dualist	consciousness	and	also	a	dancing	consciousness	where	dancing	is	a	mode	of	thought,	
a	special	kind	of	being	in	the	world’	(Fraleigh	2004)



Finding	language

Language	elaborates	our	bodily	sensations	(Binswanger	in	Frie,	2003)

My	body	as	a	performer	is	more	inclusive	in	the	aftermath	of	writing	a	dance		(Hay,	2000)

I	do	not	write	to	keep.	I	write	to	feel,	I	write	to	touch	the	body	of	the	instant	with	the	tip	
of	the	words	(Cixous,	1998)

bringing	an	experience	into	the	realm	of	language,	into	words,	in	and	of	itself	introduces	
a	disruption	into	experience	that	fundamentally	alters	that	experience	(Schooler,	
2002)



Moving/Writing Practices 
in tight & mobile feedback loops 

Writing as opening
Writing as embodied, material, sensory, felt activity
Writing as support for (dual) awareness
Writing as revealing and self learning
Writing as describing 
Writing as space for (associative) ideas
Writing as creative practice, as one of many iterations
Writing as voice (and multi-voiced)
Writing as documentation
Writing as curation
Writing as dialogue 
Writing as communication
Writing as theorising
Writing as outwarding



Dual-awareness and tracking
‘I have a body and I know I have a body’

Past - Present - Future
About – As  - From

Unconscious – Unity Conscious – Conscious 
Subjective – Integrated Self – Objective
Not known – Not-yet-known - Known 
Zoomed in – Zooming - Zoomed out

Tacit knowing – Praxical knowing – Explicit knowing

In simultaneous and/or consecutive cycles of awareness



We invite you to use CAP 
in, as or alongside 
your own practices

https://www.choreographiclab.co.uk/cre
ative-articulations-process-cap/


